CHALLENGE
More than 16 million kids live in extreme poverty in the U.S. and arrive on the first day of school without the supplies they need to learn. Through partnerships with organizations nationwide, our School Ready Supplies program directly delivers school supplies to students in needy communities.

OPPORTUNITIES
The School Ready Supplies program is dedicated to providing children in need of school supplies with the tools necessary to be successful in the classroom. Through sponsorships, we provide pre-assembled backpacks filled with essential school supplies or deliver bulk supplies to backpack-building events. Our trusted program has:

• Hosted countless on-site backpack builds with employees, strengthening teams and building cooperation
• Partnered with trade events, conferences, and national meetings to give back to local students by building backpacks
• Built individually-customized online fundraising portals to support existing campaigns and encourage giving

We are currently seeking partners who want to help local students. Sponsorships are available for pre-assembled backpacks or bulk supplies for team-building backpack experiences.

CONTACT
Gina Palmer, Director of Programs
612-465-0135 x104 or ginap@kinf.org for details. Thank you.